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Thank you to all attendees and sponsors who
supported the 2020 Sustainability Symposium. It
was incredible to see so many of you online and
reassuring that you value sustainability education!
Awards
Applications are open for the Leading the Change
Teacher Award - close 30 June
12 August - winning teacher announced

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email info@ssn.org.au
www.ssn.org.au
Like us on Facebook: Sustainable Schools Network
Instagram: ssn.gcth
LinkedIn: Sustainable Schools Network
YouTube: Sustainable Schools Network GCTH

Stay tuned for more events and
opportunities to come in the near future.

Sustainable Schools Network Journal is published by
the Sustainable Schools Network Limited.
Copyright Sustainable Schools Network Limited,
Australia 2020

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our
respects to Indigenous Elders past, present and emerging.
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SCHOOL FEATURE

Cornish College is one
of the fastest growing
schools in Victoria over
the past five years.
They recognise
children are natural
inquirers and powerful
learners and focus on
academic achievement,
generating rich
understandings and
creativity. Through
inquiry learning,
Cornish College aims to
inspire in their students
a quest for learning
throughout life.
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Sustainability at Cornish College is the overarching conceptual lens
through which they view their place in the world. It determines a
curriculum that acts to encourage sustainable practices and believes in
making a difference. The dimensions of sustainability that Cornish
College embraces are personal sustainability, natural sustainability, sociocultural sustainability and urban-technological sustainability.

“At Cornish College we understand sustainability to mean ‘enough for all,
forever’ and we view this through the thinking disposition of our Rings of
Sustainability - four interlocking dimensions that ensure a balance in our
world that will bring about a sustainable future.”
Nicola Forrest, Principal.
The school’s vision, from its foundation, was based in a deceptively simple
but provocative question, ‘Education for what? What makes Cornish
College a relevant, important and worthwhile provider of education –
now and into the future?’ The answer still is ‘education for a sustainable
future.’ Through this answer, a tiny seed became a towering tree – a vision
and the driver, not just for a school curriculum, but for an entire school
community. That is how the College developed a vision of Education for a
Sustainable Future, marking the beginning of their work on sustainability.
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SCHOOL FEATURE
At Cornish College,
the meaning behind an
education of a different kind is an education for a
sustainable future. In the rapidly changing, globally
connected,
socially
challenged,
somewhat
frighteningly
complex
world,
the
College
understands that sustainable education is a strong
moral imperative. Therefore, they have designed a
curriculum that is meaningful and transferable and
doing their part in making a difference for the world
they want to see - a world in balance - where there is
enough for all, forever.
Nicola further explains that one of the greatest
challenges in education is not what lies ahead, but
what lies behind. “We have inherited systems, structures
and accountability measures that have become accepted and
left unchallenged for some time. I can’t help to think and
ask – What else? What if? - in relation to education.”
Cornish College challenges the status quo – the
political agendas, the typical measures of success,
focusing instead on seeing their students represented
as more than a number and rankings.
In this sense, educating for a sustainable future
ensures they have a good reason for teaching what
they teach. Nicola adds, “If it is not about contributing to
a sustainable future in some way or another, we ask
ourselves again and again and again, Education for
what?”
“When we educate for a sustainable future, we see all
curriculum and co-curricular experiences as an
opportunity to better understand our world and how, as
global citizens, we can make a positive difference to ensure
there is enough for all forever.”
A great deal of what they have achieved in regard to
sustainability education is embedded into their
curriculum in an authentic way rather than through
‘pop-up projects’. The College is very proud of their
award-winning Eco-Centre which has become a
significant part of their 100-acre outdoor classroom.
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Much of the Eco Centre has been built by reusing
and repurposing objects and materials such as: tyres,
off cuts of laser-cut fencing panels and seating logs
from around the property. It is also studentdesigned and co-constructed with teachers, students
and the passionate members of the property team.
In fact, one of the most special things about its
success is that it has come about from shared ideas
and work amongst a broad range of contributors
across their community. This is another way they
build
socio-cultural
sustainability
their
into
curriculum.
The future of Cornish College in terms of
sustainability practices looks bright. As Nicola
mentions, “We are very fortunate to share 100 acres of
natural parkland with our learning community. The Boon
Wurrung land where we work, learn and play is as much a
learning space as any purpose-built facility on our campus
– it is our 100-acre classroom.”
Enriched with wetlands, an indigenous plant trail,
rich and varied birdlife, a bounty of native
Australian trees and their eco centre with food
gardens and farm animals, Cornish College provides
a unique opportunity to teach with authenticity, the
importance of connection with the natural
environment. “We are rapidly becoming acknowledged
as leaders in outdoor learning or nature pedagogy thanks
to some exceptional leadership from two of our primary
school colleagues and our team in our Reggio Emiliainspired Early Learning Centre. This is an area of
sustainability education that we hope to build on right
throughout the school (yes – including the senior
school!)," Nicola proudly says.
With their passionate and skilled teachers, students
and community, there is no question that Cornish
College is set to make a difference by making the
choices they believe will have a direct positive
impact on the world!
For more about Cornish College go to: www.cornishcollege.vic.edu.au
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Introducing

Ali Sammel

Dr Ali Sammel specialises in the teaching and learning of Science and ecological sustainability.
For the past 20 years, Ali has been a teacher educator at different universities in Canada and
Australia, and has tenure at Griffith University. Her focus has become more targeted on
promoting care, compassion and consideration for the more-than-human world within her
educational practice. As a teacher educator, she believes we have to unlearn key social myths that
our Western culture has taught us about how we understand ‘the natural world’, and work
collaboratively to re-learn how deeply we are connected to the Earth.

Ali started teaching 30 years ago. She started
exploring sustainability in her classroom after
becoming disillusioned with what and how
students were being taught. Since then, she has
been involved with diverse teaching and
learning
practices
that
promote
the
reorientation of education's purpose to focus on
how all species can all live and thrive within our
shared ecosystems.
Ali believes "ecological sustainability is firstly about
how we choose to be in this world as individuals and
in community with others. It's about unleashing our
‘power from within’ to model ways of thinking and
being that show fierce kindness and compassion for
all of those whom we share this planet with."
Secondly, ecological sustainability involves
unlearning. "Unlearning requires acknowledging
and understanding the established legitimising myths
that our societies have taught us about 'the natural
world.'" Western civilisations have been founded
on the assumption that humans were the only
species with intelligent souls and divinely
connected. Ali explains: "the rest of nature was
constructed as being less significant than that of
humans, and ultimately viewed in service of
humanity. This dualistic understanding of humans as
distinct from nature, still justifies the exploitation of
those classified as objects (nature) and the dismissal of
cultures who are perceived as being closer to animals
and nature (Indigenous communities)."
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“Unlearning the beliefs that lie at the core of
Western thought are essential for ecological
sustainability." Ali Sammel
Ali points out that “the legacies of these beliefs still
circulate in the collective consciousness, policies and
infrastructures of contemporary colonial cultures and
are directly responsible for the Anthropocene" – the
historical era [geological epoch] in which human
activities have changed planetary ecosystems.
This perception of separateness, Ali explains, "is
endorsed in many people's everyday experiences in cities
where natural systems may be rendered invisible, and
the infinite ways humans are supported by 'nature' can
be ignored or discredited." As such, Ali understands
that
ecological
sustainability
also
means
"challenging the idea of human alienation from nature
and rejecting the notion that humans are the crown of
evolutionary processes."
Ali believes that Western cultures do not easily
understand the deeply integrated, complex
relationship humans have with all aspects of the
planet, she says "indeed, the English language does not
have a word that captures this embeddedness. Even the
concept of 'humanity' defines our separateness from
nature."
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She believes that this power allows people to
dare; to do; to dream; to ask questions; and to be
courageous, critical and creative. It is unlimited,
and most importantly it doesn't diminish
another person's power.
"I can't just research and write about ways we can
collectively seek to overcome these injustices, I need to
be part, even if it is only a small part, of the
solution." Ali Sammel

"Teaching, for me, has always been a form of activism. My
pedagogy comes from reimagining and generating an
alternative vision of the future and power. Power-over, which
we are all familiar with, needs to be challenged," says Ali.

According to Ali, the last component of
ecological sustainability is to encourage the relearning of how humans have co-evolved with,
and
are
deeply
connected
to,
ecosystems: "ecological sustainability, in this way,
means understanding and acting in ways that respect
the deep interconnections and relationships that link
everything on the planet. It highlights that humans
are just one part of the biological fabric of life on
Earth and acknowledges humans are incapable of
independent existence."
She says, “in a time where every life support system
on our planet is under assault, its important to
recognise that most of the problems we face locally,
nationally and internationally – such as climate
change, habitat destruction, species extinction,
resource
depletion,
exploitation,
poverty,
racism, inequity, war, pollution and cruelty
towards people, non-human animals and
plants – are all interconnected. These issues are a
result of unjust, inhumane, unsustainable and
dysfunctional cultural systems, ideologies, policies,
perspectives and actions”.
Hence, in her teaching, Ali tries to encourage a
different kind of power, one that springs from
within each of us.
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In Ali's experience, one of the most challenging
facts about the education system is trying to
diverge from the norm. In Ali's words: "being a
high school science teacher 20 years ago, who
practised critical pedagogy, was an isolating
experience. My students did many amazing things:
things they chose and had control of, things that we
would now call activism." However, other teachers
and administrators didn't see this as part of the
educational experience. This is still one of the
most challenging obstacles for sustainability
educators.
Ali knew that for her to continue to work within
the system, she had to change the system
towards compassion and kindness for all species.
She completed her Master’s and PhD in
Environmental Education and Activism, began
researching, publishing and teaching to promote
these ideologies and approaches. She believes
her voice has been one of many developing and
promoting these same ideas, and slowly, these
ideas are becoming more normalised.
Ali is sure about her mission as a teacher
educator. She is always hopeful for the future.
She knows and believes that "as educators, we
might not be able to generate large scale political
change, but we can become shining examples of what
can be achieved in collaboration with our local
communities. I celebrate (and struggle) besides those
who aim to do this daily to help our students become
great human beings who hold every aspect of our
global ecology sacred."
For more information about Dr Ali Sammel and her work
please see:
https://experts.griffith.edu.au/7587-alison-sammel
To contact Ali please email: alison.sammel@ssn.org.au
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Sherry Bruce's story started 30 years ago while working with children's charities. With a
background in the Arts and having ample experience working with children, Sherry knows
the importance of communicating with kids in a positive and empowering way.

Sherry's sustainability journey was long and sometimes, a complicated process. However, it would be
this process that would shape her worldview to one of Earth steward and the respect of all life forms. In
the family business, Professor Jellybean provides unique and interactive science workshops for
children and DIY science products.
It was fifteen years ago when Sherry created Professor Jellybean with the goal of fostering children's
natural curiosity and wonderment of the surrounding world, creating a fruitful and positive childhood
memory. Hence, she developed a business idea working alongside her eldest daughter, Marissa Ward.
In 2013, their business established a not for profit organisation: The Roar Initiative Inc. This
organisation – which is no longer operating – engaged local youth members in environmentally
sustainable and socially responsible endeavours. This project would ultimately lead them to the
development of the Earth Action Plan, a whole-school approach for sustainability, established in 2016.
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Working on sustainability has been a challenging
journey for both Marissa and Sherry, but they never
questioned whether to take on the challenge or not.
They knew it was the right thing to do, personally and
for the business. "How do we do this?" – thought Sherry.
Sherry and Marissa discovered that for a whole school
approach for sustainability, the barriers and enablers at
Wamuran State School were often consistent with
those that other schools had experienced.
"We saw great school initiatives come and go; losing the
support for the program when the key person/s driving the
program left the School or if the principal was not on board
with the sustainability proposals. We also found it difficult to
involve all school stakeholders with some refusing to
participate and others unable to allocate time to the
initiative" says Sherry. This barrier left a heavy
workload for both.

The Earth Action Plan was a free initiative that the
business offered to Early Childcare and Primary
Schools. The initiative aimed to work with school
stakeholders so that they could effectively address the
conditions within their schools that did not allow
sustainable behaviours to occur. This also included the
implementation and management of the physical
properties within the School, and better collaboration
with like-minded organisations, creating fun and
educational activities for the children. Although
initiative
promoted
an
ecological
Sherry's
consciousness, they did not develop curriculum
resources for the schools at that time.
Their goal upon completion of the initiative was to
disseminate the learning, identifying the barriers and
enablers to establishing a whole-school approach for
sustainability.
More recently, in 2020, the business has developed
new incursion Primary science workshops which aim to
educate children to think about the natural world
around them and how they are interconnected with it.
These workshops evolved after Sherry completed the
Earth Charter online course in 2018: Education for
Sustainable Development.
Sherry's journey with the Earth Charter led her and
Marissa to create the Professor Jellybean stage show,
called RETHINK, which was due to launch mid this
year. However, due to the COVID-19 health
emergency, this show will be released at a later date.
Currently, they are developing videos for Professor
Jellybean's YouTube channel, while awaiting the easing
of coronavirus restrictions to businesses.
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That led them to think of how to engage all school
for
sustainability
stakeholders
with
education
effectively forever.
Understanding that their initiative was to foster longterm sustainable behaviours, they realised they would
need to gain some insight into the psychology of
behaviour. They discovered that there were simple, yet
useful, behaviour-change intervention tools that they
could creatively embed within the project to engage
the stakeholders. These included the following:
Commitments
Norm Appeals
Prompts
Incentives/Rewards
Feedback
It's fair to say that Marissa and Sherry love a challenge
and are passionate about sustainability and education.
They look forward to continually evolving their
business and discovering more ways to empower
children to become active citizens in building a better
world.
"I am hopeful that the human journey has come to a turning
point where we realise that Earth is not just a bountiful
resource for the taking, at the expense of other life."
Sherry Bruce

For more of Professor Jellybean go to:
https://freakyfunscience.com/
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Echo
h
Hunter Demecs

18 year old, Echo
Hunter Demecs has
faced personal
challenges to stand up
for what she believes
in, which has been a
journey that started at
a young age.

Echo Hunter Demecs grew up in the Mary Valley in a community where living consciously,
supporting sustainability was a top priority. As a child, she remembers planting her veggies, living off
the grid with her family and attending her first environmental rallies accompanied by her parents.
Her experiences certainly influenced her perspective on nature and the importance of preserving the
planet. From a very young age, she learned to respect her natural environment and saw it not as a
commodity but something that is an essential part of our being.
For her, sustainability means to think in a way that prioritises longevity and respect, especially
regarding planet Earth and fellow beings. This is “central to seeking environmental justice and perhaps any
other form of change. It means to put aside immediate greed and carelessness and live more consciously focused on
the consequences of our actions, always thinking forwards.”
Issue 10 | June 2020
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In her last year of high school, Echo was
inspired to join the school strike movement
after watching millions of other young people
around the world standing up for things
commonly held beliefs: “I knew I couldn’t sit idly
knowing that my community needed a platform like
this to speak. Working on the strikes brought me back
to the things I had learnt as a child and encouraged
me to reconsider my lifestyle as well as building a
movement
to
demand
wider
institutional
change," says Echo.
The focus on acting now for the future is an
embodiment of sustainable thinking on a
broader scale. “This larger consciousness also
trickles down to the individual as people begin
modelling the change they wish to see in their own
lives," she explains.
As a young activist some challenges were faced.
Although eager to become involved in
organising rallies, overcoming her public
speaking anxiety was not easy. There were
other hurdles too; trying to host an event and
being vocal about political concerns. It became
a bit difficult to balance the volunteer
workload whilst completing her final year of
school.
Facing internet criticism from her peers and
strangers was gruelling at times; she reflects,
“perhaps the worst comments on articles or news
stories were petty things about how I looked,
insulting my age and disregarding the message.
These were bad because they were a reminder of how
many minds we need to change and how much
ignorance there still is surrounding this issue - not
because I was personally offended".
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Nevertheless, for Echo, the best way to deal
with her critics was being surrounded by a
supportive network of other young activists.
On an individual level, Echo has focused on
her work and ultimately feels proud about
bringing
people
together
and
starting
meaningful
conversations
regarding
our
planet's future. “The discussions that I was able to
have were invaluable and the skills that I learnt
continue to serve me every day. I hope that people in
my community gained something from the strikes or
that it at least started some discussions on this vital
issue” she adds.
The last few months under the shadow of the
pandemic have given Echo some time to reflect
on the future of activism. She is aware of the
many changes this pandemic will cause in the
activism sphere, and the fact that large-scale
events may not happen. Echo reflects, “right
now; I’m simply focusing on living my own life
consciously and encouraging others through
example.”
The future looks very promising for Echo. Her
interest in humanities and society with a
scientific perspective leads her to study Law
and Science in university. She hopes to work in
a
field
related
to
sustainability
and
sustainability practices and would also like to
support young activists and to educate other
students on sustainability.
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Introducing

Kate Rogers has three kids aged 14, 12 and 10, is a Registered Planner and Strategic Director
of the SSN. A deep understanding of the natural world and human settlement activity was
gained through time spent living in cities, the bush and the coast during her youth. Kate's
planning work in the area of urban renewal has taken her to Brisbane, Vancouver,
Auckland and the Gold Coast.

Everything about Kate's cognition of our natural world stems from early exposure, thanks to her
parents. Kate explains: "We lived on 3/4 acre in the inner city next to bushland abutting Crown land - a kid's
forest wonderland. We had a goat called Buck Rogers in the backyard and every morning would start at the park
or at JC Slaughter Falls. Dad would spend hours peddling me in the bike baby seat around Brisbane."
Then in her primary years, the family moved to a peanut farm in Kingaroy. Here, Kate was exposed to
regenerative practices, with crop rotation of wheat, oats and sorghum used in cycles between peanut
seasons to nutrify the soil. She rode to and from school every day for four years with her younger
brother and learnt first hand about dust storms when there was long, dry periods and high wind
conditions. Kate also had the benefit of her parents loving bushwalking at Bunya Mountains – a
spectacular wilderness range of rainforest, eucalypt forest and grasslands and home to 215 species of
birds. This is where a deep connection and love for the outdoors was fostered. These regular weekend
trips is where appreciation of indigenous practices commenced, learning about the seasonal feast on
the nuts collected from the bunya pines (Araucaria bidwillii) by tribes through SEQ and NSW.
Geography was one of Kate’s favourite high school subjects, and gaining a Master degree of Urban and
Regional Planning provided exposure to the Brundtland Report of 1987 ‘Our Common future’. The
fundamental concept of sustainable development was dissected - symptoms and causes of the
concerns, the role of the international economy, food security, species and ecosystems, energy and
industry producing more with less. This led to a career in urban planning and the idea of 'think global,
act local' inspired many years of active travel. Kate explains: “cycling to and from work, about a 40-50
km/day was my individual commitment to sustainable daily practices. The office shower only had cold water and
through winter my work colleagues thought I was quite strange! To me it was simply, practice what you preach as
a town planner.”
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The early 2000’s saw Kate embark on an international work exchange to Vancouver, a city where
regional planning was in practice in British Colombia since 1969. Then time working in Auckland
provided the opportunity to work with multiple cultural groups (Maori, Fijian and Tongan) on a town
centre revitalisation planning project. The collaborative effort led to recognition by PM Helen Clark as
a finalist in the Year of the Built Environment awards. Cycling to work was still a key part of daily life.
Realising that active travel had declined in Australian cities, Kate made a conscious decision to expose
her own children to a love of starting the day cycling to school. This eventually led to the first bike
racks (as a gift from a friend) being installed at Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar School’s (LAGS)
primary campus at Sunshine Avenue, Tweed Heads. The idea gained popularity, with a few mothers
jumping on their bikes with kids to make the start of the school day an adventure. She notes: “other kids
would join in, with some parents trusting their kids enough to regularly ride with us, but other parents thought I
was quite negligent and jeopardising the safety of children. That attitude was hard to overcome.”
It was a special trip to Cygnet, in Tasmania, where Kate saw the Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden
program in action. This led her to recommend it to LAGS, who were accepted into the program where
it was embedded in the science and maths curriculum, initially for Year 3-4. Building the garden beds
for vegetable growing by parents and grandparent working sessions was very rewarding, with “the
community bonding through manual labour!” LAGS won a school garden award for their efforts.
Using her professional experience to guide the design and project management process, Kate assisted
the school's P&F committee to fund two natural playgrounds on different campuses from sustainably
sourced cypress pine, rather than the typical plastic and steel materials. "My favourite projects have been to
help landscape the playgrounds of Prep-Year 4 and the Year 5-6 areas with the builders, Kym and Carol DeLucy
of Nature Inspired Playgrounds, where we designed around the trees on site - too often considered difficult or
risky." The connection with natural play spaces continued, with the delivery of a tree-house style
playground for Somerset College Year 4-6 around a fig tree providing natural shade where the kids
have multiple options for play, with a takura mulch as softfall instead of rubber.
Possessing a mindset of collectivism rather than individualism is important to Kate's parenting style.
This approach is reflected in participating in Gold Coast's Naturally GC program with her kids. One of
the best days has been koala-friendly eucalypt species tree planting in Schuster's Reserve with Council
conservation staff. Kate explains: "We couldn't stop their habitat being destroyed by unsustainable development
patterns, but we could help re-plant some important food trees." This was especially important to Kate's
daughter, who was very passionate about SEQ's critically endangered koalas from a young age.
Equally, Kate's son has learnt about best practice mountain bike (MTB) trail care at Gap Creek Reserve
in Brisbane from leading practitioners which is tapping into this resource of human capital. What was
most staggering to her son though, as Kate notes: "other users of the MTB trails would happily ride past and
complain about the poor condition of the trails, yet never turn up to a session to fix them". This formed a strong
desire to let her kids know through action with others that "being in the game is so much better than being
on the sidelines." Learning about and solving problems together with care for the planet is critical.
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SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS
NETWORK LIMITED

The Sustainable Schools Network
aim to educate and connect
school communities to imagine
a sustainable future.

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR
SUSTAINABILITY EDUCATION
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